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Introduction

CCA_San_Diego’s IGEM team designed a synthetic plasmid to express bacterial
collagen in S.cerevisiae. The Scl2 protein replicates the structural properties of human
collagen, such as the triple helical shape, while avoiding the co-expression of
hydroxyproline. In CCA_San_Diego’s project, the repetitive collagen-like domain of scl2
was constructed by segmenting the entire construct into two and three parts for
Gibson and Yeast Assembly.

In order to make the plasmid design more accessible and versatile, CCA_San_Diego’s
iGEM team created this guide for future scientists and IGEM teams to add additional
sequences to improve the efficiency or create more desirable characteristics of the
collagen for various applications. This guide also includes some binding proteins found
in human collagen that could be coexpressed for optimal collagen replication.

The Collagene Story

For being the most abundant biological material, collagen is surprisingly hard to
synthetically express due to its high GC content and repetitive nature. The Scl2 protein
from S. pyogenes stands out from contemporary forms of collagen by mimicking the
structural properties of collagen while avoiding the laborious process of expressing
prolyl hydroxylase along with the three domains of the protein. Our team’s CollaGene
product takes advantage of Scl2’s properties by producing the bacterial collagen in
S.cerevisiae in order to provide a blank template for posterity to easily insert binding
sequence via Gibson or Yeast Assembly.

Read more about our plasmid design and promoter selection on our Project Design page.

https://2021.igem.org/Team:CCA_San_Diego/Design


Basics of Gibson Assembly and PCR

Our team’s approach to making the plasmid for Collagene involved two procedures;
PCR and Gibson Assembly. We essentially ligated the scl2 gene, fragmented in two
pieces due to challenges with synthesis, into the pRS4II6 backbone before assembling
the components in a master mix.

1. Generation of fragments by PCR.
2. Assembly in mastermix (See protocol below).
3. Transformation into DHɑ e. coli.
4. Assembly verification by running miniprep into a gel and Sanger Sequencing.

Homologous Recombination in S. Cerevisiae

For millions of years, S. cerevisiae have been conducting homologous recombination
naturally. Mother cells swap mating types and can then produce zygotes with their
daughter cells, making S. cerevisiae wild strains diploid. To achieve this mating-type
switch, S. cerevisiae re-edits its own genome, and utilizes a variety of genome edits to
withstand severe circumstances such as sugar-rich environments in alcoholic beverage
fermentations. Loss-of-function mutations, reciprocal translocations, copy number
variations, and changes in gene expression levels are all examples of genome edits. S.
cerevisiae, in particular, use homologous recombination to make these extremely
precise genome changes.

DNA damage may be dealt with in a variety of ways in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
organisms. In yeast, homologous recombination is used to repair gaps in double-strand
breaks (DSBs). Homologous DNA repair is a very precise ‘copy + paste' technique that
requires a template.

Example from our project
In iGEM Team CCA_San_Diego’s 2021 project, the scl2 gene coding for a collagen-like
protein was expressed in S. cerevisiae. Major challenges to the expression of the gene
is the repetitive nature of the collagen-like domain of scl2 and its high GC content.
Therefore the gene was broken into three fragments with the repetitive sequence
formed by assembly PCR, and one promoter and terminator (one synthetic and one
natural). The backbone used was from the pRS series (pRSII416) which included a gene
for uracil synthesis.



The plasmid was assembled with both gap-repair cloning and Gibson assembly. Gap
repair cloning is an effective technique for assembling recombinant DNA molecules in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, while Gibson offers a standard of comparison.

Our team manufactured a method to do gap-repair cloning without the use of
restriction enzymes, and instead used PCR to linearize our plasmid and anneal primers
with homologous overhangs. For Gibson assembly to work, it is optimal to have a
60-80 bp overlap of linear fragments. We designed these primers and fragments on
Benchling, checking side by side with IDT’s codon optimization tool to see what could
be ordered.

Gibson assembly is known to be an efficient alternative to restriction enzyme cloning
because no restriction digest or suitable restriction site is necessary when ligating the
DNA fragments. From a DNA fragment, a 5’exonuclease cuts through the helix and
creates an overhang fragment with regions of repeating nucleotide sequences. A
polymerase then attaches to fill in the gaps and a DNA ligase finally finishes the
process by sealing and annealing the fragments. The process allows the overlapping
ends of the gene fragments and primers to be joined seamlessly, thereby linearizing
our plasmid.

In our project, we broke our fragment three ways; two designs broke the fragment into
three pieces while one broke it into two pieces. In the scl2 gene, there is a globular
domain and a CL domain. The globular domain in the scl2 gene allows for the stable
expression of the triple helical CL-domain, which contains three repeating amino acids
and is the desired fragment. The domain can later be cleaved using an enzyme such as
pepsin or papain.



Read more about collagen structure on our Project Design page.

Potential Sequences

As our CollaGene is a blank template designed for other protein binding sequences,
we have compiled some potential sequences of interest that may be added on to our
sequence in order to obtain a more functional product.

Decorin
Decorin is a proteoglycan associated with collagen and represents a common
component of connective tissue and extracellular matrix (Groshong et al 14), with one
of its properties being the regulation of many pathological processes of cancer (Xu et
al 19). The binding of collagen and decorin plays a significant role in collagen
fibrillogenesis and skin homeostasis (Reed et al 02).

Integrin
Integrin is a protein that functions manually, by attaching the cell cytoskeleton to the
extracellular matrix, and biochemically, by sensing whether adhesion has occurred

https://2021.igem.org/Team:CCA_San_Diego/Design


(MBInfo 18). Collagen-binding integrins have implications on the improvement of
pathological conditions (Gullberg et al 02).

CNA
The Staphylococcus aureus collagen adhesin (CNA) is a virulence factor in many
different models of staphylococcal infections, including arthritis, endocarditis,
osteomyelitis, mastitis, and keratitis. When bound to collagen, it might allow bacteria
to bind to triple helix monomers that are naturally occurring or generated through
tissue injury (Zong et al 05).

Fibrin
Fibrin is a protein that - due to its mechanical and physical properties - is extremely
valuable as a hemostatic glue and as a tool in wound reparation (Litvinov et al 16).
When bound to collagen, it can provide an interface matrix that supports
integrin-mediated gel contraction (Reyhani et al 14).

Collagenase site G∼LAGQRGIVGLOGQRGER
This is a part of the Collagen Toolkits, which is essentially a database of triple-helical
synthetic peptides spanning the length of collagen II and collagen III helices. This
specific collagenase site comprises much of Toolkit peptide (TKP) II-44 and contains the
unique collagenase cleavage site (Farndale 19).

Cross-linking sites: GxKGHR
Within the Collagen Toolkits, this is the only observed lysine-carrying binding motif, in
addition to being the key inter-helix cross-linking site. Because lysine residues are
needed for cross-link formation, its presence is indicative of strong prospects for
binding with collagen (Farnadale 19).

ACE
The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) is a pivotal component of the
renin-angiotensin system (RAS) and plays a critical role in circulatory homeostasis by
causing blood vessels to constrict. ACE inhibitors are widely used as pharmaceutical
drugs for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases (Fuku et al 19). ACE inhibitor therapy
increases collagen synthesis, and is correlated with the decrease in acute vascular
events observed in recipients of the therapy (Claridge et al 04).



Repetitive Sequence

Highly repetitive sequences are often filtered out in synthetic biology research due to
the incredible difficulty of gene synthesis, expression, and sequencing. Even deep
sequencing technologies like NGS are extremely limited for repetitive DNA, which
becomes a challenge reading whole genome data.

In some cases, repetitive genes become of extreme interest, such as the huntingtin
protein and the rho collagen protein. In CCA_San_Diego’s project, the expression of
repetitive sequences is demonstrated with collagen.

Adding Sequences

1. Find a sequence you are interested in. This will likely be a binding domain that
facilitates adhesion to collagen. For this guide, we will use an integrin-binding
site elucidated by Dedhar et. al, 1987. The paper showed that an Arg-Gly-Asp
synthetic peptide was able to inhibit attachment of MG-63 cells to type I
collagen, although the Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Thr-Pro sequence was able to bind
more optimally compared to other sequences likely due to steric factors. For the
sake of this guide, it is just useful to note that the protein sequence should be
chosen carefully.

2. Use BLAST or a codon optimization tool in order to translate the amino acid
sequence into DNA. We recommend the Sequence Manipulation Site 2 Reverse
Translate tool (https://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/rev_trans.html). You will
need the codon table for S. cerevisiae, in GCG format.

https://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/rev_trans.html
https://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/cgi-bin/showcodon.cgi?species=4932&aa=1&style=GCG


For this example, the query returned the most likely codon reverse translation of
ggtagaggtgatactcca.

3. Depending on the length of the DNA sequence, you may be able to a) simply
attach it before the PRM9 terminator of our construct or you may have to b)
fragment your construct into pieces, choosing another strong
promoter-terminator pair.

a. This can be done in Benchling simply by copy and pasting before the
terminator.

b. When fragmenting your pieces, keep in mind that the least amount of
fragments is the most optimal for assembly. Work in a DNA editor like
Benchling next to the DNA synthesis company of your choice, trying to
get the largest fragments possible before significant errors are
discovered. Keep in mind that 80 bp overhangs are recommended for
gap-repair and Gibson assembly.
In Curran et. al, 2014, study authors found that a strong terminator
combined with a weaker promoter multiplied expression rates of
fluorescent proteins by 3.5x. We recommend choosing relatively strong
promoters and terminators, and especially considering inducible
promoters

4. Order your fragmented sequences from DNA synthesis companies (IDT, Twist) as
well as complementary primers.

5. Follow appropriate protocols for Gibson and Yeast assembly. The protocols that
were used in CCA_San_Diego’s project are available in this guide and further
documentation is on the 2021 wiki.

Procedures

Yeast Plate Preparation
Media Preparation

1. Pour 1L of distilled water into a sterile conical flask. Measure 20g and 28.4g of
Powdered Agar and CM Broth in weighboats.

2. Pour the CM Broth powder into the conical flask. Dissolve the powder by
shaking the flask.

3. Shake the flask while pouring in the Agar powder.
4. Mix the flask with a large magnet spinner for 3 minutes at 1000rpm, or until all

agar clumps are dissolved.
5. Seal the flask with foil and attach autoclave tape.



6. Autoclave on an autoclavable tray at 121°C, S:20. Leave in autoclave for the full
cycle (52 minutes).

7. Take the media out to cool down for 20-30 minutes after the autoclave is done.

Plate Preparation
8. While cooling the media, set the petri dishes under the fume hood and sterilize

with UV light for 15 minutes. Stay in the fume hood for the next step.
9. Serological pipette 25mL of media into each petri dish. Stop ejecting once all

the media is out to avoid bubbles. Pop any bubbles with sterile equipment if
needed.

10.Leave the plate lids off until their moisture dissipates.
11.Wait for the agar in the plates to dry.

Agar Plate Preparation
Media Preparation

1. Sterilize the plates in the UV hood for 15 minutes.
2. Remove the LB Agar Medium lid completely and set it aside.
3. Microwave and melt the standard LB Agar Medium in a glass container.

Microwave high (1) first but switch to low (0.5 or 0.3) later. Try not to boil over.
Frequently open the door to check. When the ball of agar goes away, it is done.

4. Wait about 10 minutes to cool the media.

Plate Preparation
1. To make 100mg/mL ampicillin stock, dissolve ~1g in 10mL distilled water.
2. Filter-sterilize the solution.
3. Aliquot 1mL into tubes and freeze at -20°C.
4. Transfer 25mL of the melted medium to a 50mL conical tube. Do this step as

many times with as many tubes for the number of plates you are making.
5. Pipette the antibiotic into the tubes. For 25mL medium, add 25μL of 100mg/mL

ampicillin.
6. Mix by inverting about 10 times.
7. Final ampicillin concentration is 100μg/mL.
8. Before pouring into an empty petri dish, open the lid and tilt the conical tube.

Hold it in this position for a while in order to reduce the chance of bubbles.
9. The plate needs to be somewhat dry before spreading cells. It is good to leave

the lid open on the bench when the medium is hot to get rid of some moisture.



PCR
Start by filling in the table of reagents that will be added to the reaction mixture as
below.

A B C D E
Reagent Locatio

n
Concentration of
stock solutions

Volume Final
concentration

ddH2O -20 °C
freezer

Below are examples 7.8 uL

Primestar
Max

-20 °C
freezer

10 uL 1X

Forward
primer:

-20 °C
freezer

100 uM .6 uL 10 uM

Reverse
primer: _____

-20 °C
freezer

100 uM .6 uL 10 uM

Template
DNA:
pRSII416

-20 °C
freezer

Variable 1 uL 10 pg - 250 ng

Final volume 20 uL

Table 2: Reagents for a Primestar Max PCR reaction

When needed in your experiment, prepare in the same manner, a positive control
reaction with a template of known size and appropriate primers. Briefly spin down the
PCR tubes (2-3 s) using a tabletop microcentrifuge in order to ensure that all of the
reagents are in the reaction mixture. Place the PCR tubes into the selected
thermocycler.

Once the lid to the thermocycler is properly closed, start the required amplification
program, as in table 3.

A B C D
1 Cycle step Cycling temperature Time Number of

cycles
2 Lid Temperature 2°C higher than highest temperature
3 Initial denaturation 98 °C 30 s 1
4 Denaturation 98 °C 10 s 35
5 Annealing 55 C 10 s
6 Extension 72 °C 8 s
7 Final Extension 72 °C 5 min 1



8 Hold 12 C ∞ 1
9 Note: protocol may differ if using different DNA polymerases.
1
0

Phusion: Follow NEB's Rules for annealing temp. Use the
Tm calculator.

If the amplified DNA is NOT to be immediately used, label the tubes with your initials
and date and temporarily store at 4°C or freeze at -20°C for long-term storage in the
assigned storage box.

Gibson Assembly

(Credit: NEB Website)

Incubate samples in a thermocycler at 50°C for 15 minutes when 2 or 3 fragments are
being assembled or 60 minutes when 4-6 fragments are being assembled. Following
incubation, store samples on ice or at –20°C for subsequent transformation.

● Make sure to do this in a heat block with a heated lid in PCR microtubes.

Bacterial Transformation
1. Put ice in an ice bucket.
2. Transfer a tube of E. coli competent cells (high-efficiency NEB5 alpha cells) from

-80°C to ice.
3. Label a PCR strip and place it on ice for pre-cooling the PCR strip. Close the lid

of the parts to be used.
4. Place the DNA sample used for transformation on ice.
5. Keep the tube of competent cells, the empty PCR strip, and the DNA sample on

ice for 5 minutes.
6. Using a wide-orifice tip (to be gentle to the cells) and a pipette set to 10 ul,

pipette the cells up and down 5 times to make the suspension even.
7. Add 2 ul of the E. coli cell suspension to a tube within the PCR strip.
8. Using an inoculation needle, pin-transfer the DNA sample into the cell

suspension, Tap the mixture inside the tube using the inoculation needle 10
times to mix.

https://www.neb.com/protocols/2012/12/11/gibson-assembly-protocol-e5510


9. Keep the PCR strip on ice for 30 minutes. Return the tube of competent cells to
-80°C.

10.Use a thermocycler and set the temperature of the heat block to 42°C.
11.Transfer the PCR strip from ice to 42°C. Press the part with samples down onto

the heat block for 30 seconds.
12.Move the PCR strip back to ice.
13.Add 40 ul of room-temperature SOC. Before using, pipette SOC up and down

to make sure that it is not contaminated.
14. Incubate statically at 37°C for 1 hour. (Agitation is not necessary)
15.Dry the agar plate to be used for ~15 minutes.
16.Plate all to the low-sodium LB + zeocin plate.
17. Incubate the plate at 37°C for one night. If the plate looks dry, have the agar

side up. If the plate is newly made or it looks wet, it is sometimes good to have
the agar side down.

LiOAc Transformation into Yeast
1. Pick colony from plate into 5mL YPD for overnight growth in 30°C shaker.
2. Back dilute overnight culture to OD 0.175 in 15mL growth media.
3. Grow up yeast to OD600 ~0.75 at 30°C. Takes 4-5 hours for WT in YPD.
4. Pellet at 2000 rpm for 10 min in large centrifuge.
5. Prepare lithium acetate transformation while harvesting cells (see table).

Volume per transformation (uL)
PEG-3350 (50% w/v) 260

LiOAC 1.0 M 36
ssDNA (10 mg/mL) 10

Plasmid DNA + ddH2O 54
Total 306

6. Pour off the medium, resuspend the cells in 0.5x volume of sterile water and
repeat step 4.

7. Pour off the water, resuspend the cells in 0.5x volume 100 mM LiAc and repeat
step 4.

8. Final suspension in 0.01x volume 100 mM LiOAc (100 uL per transformation -
around 300 uL for 15 mL culture)

9. Pellet at 8000 rpm for 1 min at 10 C on a small tabletop centrifuge.
10.Resuspend in the lithium acetate transformation mix. I suggest resuspending

with the plasmid DNA and ddH2O (54 μL) first, then mixing with the



LiOAc+PEG+ssDNA mixture (306 μL) afterwards, as it is too viscous to easily
disrupt the pellet.Incubate 30°C for 30 min.

11. Incubate for a further 17 min at 42°C in the water bath/heat block.
12.Centrifuge 8000 rpm for 2 min and remove supernatant.
13.Depending on the selection marker

a. Prototrophic/auxotrophic gene: Resuspend in 200 μL of H2O. Incubate at
RT for 10 min.

b. Eukaryotic antibiotic: Recover in 1.0mL YPD for 2-3 hrs at 30°C. Incubate
4 hrs.

14.Plate desired volume on plates. Typically do half. 30oC for 2 days
15.small colonies should appear on second day
16.Use an L shape spreader while plating.

Tips if the yeast transformation efficiency is low:
● increase the plasmid DNA concentration to 2-4 ugs per transformation
● increase incubation time with plasmid DNA and yeast cells keeping cells

at 30 C in the transformation medium may be overnight or more and/or
also reduce the volume of transformation mix, increase the recovery time
in the case of antibiotic selection.

● Make sure PEG is freshly made
● When you rinse in water- DO IT GENTLY- otherwise transformation

efficiency can go down
● For the PEG Mix - make sure the ingredient go in the correct order - PEG

first - otherwise it won't work
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